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Abstract
In finance, the risk of an entity depends not only
on its historical information but also on the risk
propagated by its related peers. Pilot studies rely
on Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) to model this
risk propagation, where each entity is treated as a
node and represented by its time-series informa-
tion. However, conventional GNNs are constrained
by their unified messaging mechanism with an as-
sumption that the risk of a given entity only propa-
gates to its related peers with the same time lag and
has the same effect, which is against the ground
truth. In this study, we propose the subsequence-
based graph routing network (S-GRN) for captur-
ing the variant risk propagation processes among
time-series represented entities. In S-GRN, the
messaging mechanism between each node pair is
dynamically and independently selected from mul-
tiple messaging mechanisms based on the depen-
dencies of variant subsequence patterns. The S-
GRN is extensively evaluated on two synthetic
tasks and three real-world datasets and demon-
strates state-of-the-art performance.

1 Introduction
Typically, entities (like stocks) of a financial system (like the
stock market) are represented by their time-series informa-
tion. Since all of the entities are belong to the same ecosys-
tem, the movement of each entity is inevitably affected by
peer entities. Such peer influences are called risk propaga-
tion in finance [Scholes, 2000; Ali and Hirshleifer, 2020].
Capturing the risk propagation of different time-series is an
open problem in many financial applications. The challenge
lies in how to define and discover the dependencies of differ-
ent time-series. To model the risk propagation process, pi-
lot studies apply Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) [Scarselli
et al., 2009] by considering the financial system as a graph,
where each entity is treated as a node, and edges are defined
by certain types of entity relations [Feng et al., 2019]. Specif-
ically, each entity is vectorized by sequentially arranging its
information in the past T days. Conventional GNNs (e.g., the
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Figure 1: Example of the lead-lag effect in stock markets

GCN [Kipf and Welling, 2017]) use a weight matrix in each
layer to discriminate the element importance of a source node
vector to generate its message vectors that represent different
information (or risk) propagated to others. Given that the risk
of a given entity can propagate in variant forms, restricting to
a shared weight matrix to express such processes inevitably
limits the representation power of conventional GNNs.

To better understand diverse forms for risk propagation
between different time-series, let us take the lead-lag phe-
nomenon of the stock market as an example. The lead-
lag phenomenon describes that the current price of a given
stock is cross-correlated with the “future” prices of its related
stocks [Hou, 2007; Menzly and Ozbas, 2010]. Suppose com-
pany A is a competitor of B and a sales agent of C. In Fig-
ure 1, the declining sale of A leads to a “rounding bottom”
trading pattern on its price trend curve. Intuitively, the de-
clining sale of A affects its supplier C, resulting in a falling
pattern in the price trend curve of C. However, the downward
pressure of A in the stock market may cause an upward price
trend of its competitor B. Therefore, the risk of A propagates
to B and C, resulting in the appearance of a reverse trading
pattern at (i.e., a “rounding top”) in the price trend curve ofB
with a time delay of ∆t1, and a similar trading pattern in C
with a time delay of ∆t2 (the lead-lag phenomenon). How-
ever, conventional GNNs with shared matrices assume that
risks can only propagate with the same time lag and in sim-
ilar patterns as in Figure 1. This is against the ground truth
that various forms of risk propagation exist in time series.

Unfortunately, the forms of risk propagation are implicit
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and hard to be directly obtained. A promising way is to
track risk propagation in terms of the dependencies of sub-
sequence patterns between two time-series. As in the above
example, the risk of A to B (or C) can be empirically in-
ferred by analyzing the time dependency of the predefined
subsequences (i.e., “rounding top/bottom”). In fact, stock
technical analyzers have been explored various subsequences
(trading patterns) to capture abnormal stock movements, in-
cluding “rounds”, “triangles”, and “wedges” [Lo et al., 2000;
Edwards et al., 2018]. However, more trading patterns re-
main to be explored. A related research area is the study of
sequential models that focuses on extracting sequential pat-
terns for downstream tasks. In this study, we argue that the
classic sequential models, including the LSTM [Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997] and the GRU [Chung et al., 2014],
are inappropriate for the risk propagation task because they
value less the dependencies of subsequences. In addition, we
provide two well-designed synthetic tasks to support this ar-
gument (Section 3.2).

However, the discriminative subsequences that reveal the
risk propagation within a given entity pair can be over-
shadowed by the global risk that makes all entities (time-
series) change similarly. For instance, in the stock market,
there are two mainstream driven sources, namely, market-
wide and stock-specific information [Gençay et al., 2003;
Campbell et al., 2010]. Essentially, stock-specific informa-
tion (e.g., the declining sale of A) directly affects the target
stock (A) and subsequently propagates to its related stocks,
resulting in the lead-lag phenomenon, while the market-wide
information induces every stock to move simultaneously in
the same direction. For example, during the financial crisis
in 2008, the market-wide panic dominated the market as in-
vestors raced to sell stocks, resulting in a huge drop in all
stocks. Recall that the price curve is driven by the joint ef-
fect of both market-wide and stock-specific information, the
dominance of market-induced movements makes it difficult
to detect the trading patterns that reveal the lead-lag phe-
nomenon. Therefore, the removal of the time-series induced
by the global risk is vital to capture the dependency of subse-
quences related to the risk propagation.

In this study, we focus on modeling the risk propagation
in the stock market (i.e., the lead-lag phenomenon), since
the realistic trading behavior of investors is publicly avail-
able and objectively reveals the risk propagation among listed
firms. To solve the aforementioned problems, this study pro-
poses the Subsequence-based Graph Routing Network (S-
GRN) that distinguishes itself with three main modules:

• To model the variant forms of risk propagation, we pro-
pose the Graph Routing Network (GRN) which extends
conventional graph neural networks with multiple mes-
saging parameter sets, and the Messaging Mechanism
Router (MMR) that selects the optimal one for each
stock pair dynamically and independently.

• To felicitate the selection process of GRN, we mingled
it with the Subsequence Detector (SD), which learns
to generate latent boundaries for discriminative subse-
quences and encodes the dependencies of their combi-
nations and time lags into sequential embeddings.

• To eliminate the impact of global risk on individual stock
movements, the Market-wide Risk Separator (MRS)
is proposed to split the original stock movement into
the market-induced and the stock-specific movement by
measuring its temporal similarity with the market trend.

Experiments conducted on S&P500 stocks in three different
periods (i.e., bullish, bearish, and sideways) show the supe-
riority of the S-GRN over the state-of-the-art algorithms. In
addition, two synthetic tasks are designed to demonstrate the
reason that the proposed sequential module is better than the
classic sequential models including LSTM and GRU lies in
its capability of detecting dependencies of subsequences re-
lated to risk propagation.

2 Model Architecture
Figure 2 is an overview of the S-GRN. First, the MRS di-
vides the original stock movement into the market-induced
and the stock-specific movement, and the SD separately gen-
erates their sequential embeddings that encode the combina-
tions and time lags of subsequences related to downstream
tasks. The stock-specific sequential embeddings are then uti-
lized by the Graph Routing Network (GRN) to generate the
relational embeddings that represent risks received by stocks.
The MMR of the GRN selects the optimal parameter set for
propagating risk between each stock-pair independently and
dynamically based on the dependencies of trading patterns
detected in their recent price curves. Lastly, for a given stock,
its market-induced, stock-specific, and relational embeddings
are combined to predict its future movement via the Output
Mapping module. In the following, we use x (lower-case let-
ter) to denote a scalar, x (bold lower-case letter) to denote a
vector, X (upper-case letter) to denote a matrix.

2.1 Sequential Embedding Module
Subsequence Detector (SD)
Many researches have adopted variant RNNs (i.e., the LSTM
and the GRU) to capture the temporal dependencies of tech-
nical indicators for stock prediction [Feng et al., 2019;
Cheng and Li, 2021; Hsu et al., 2021]. For a given stock i in
day t, the RNNs are expected to generate its F -dimensional
sequential embedding, vti ∈ RF , that benefits downstream
tasks using its L-dimensional time series features, xti ∈ RL,
in the past T days, x(t−T,t]

i = [xt−T+1
i , . . . ,xti].

As illustrates in previous examples, multiple sub-trading
patterns (subsequences) exist in a given look-back window of
size T , and their combinations and time lags are critical for
downstream tasks. However, as proved in our synthetic tasks
(refer to Section 3.2), the ability to detect such information is
insufficient in the LSTM and the GRU. Although the LSTM
and the GRU have achieved great success in sequence seg-
mentation tasks, such as named-entity recognition [Chiu and
Nichols, 2016], where the subsequence boundary is explicitly
given, it is impractical for human beings to formally define
and manually label the boundary between different implicit
trading patterns associated with downstream tasks. Inspired
by [Chung et al., 2017], the SD learns to detect the latent
subsequence boundary based on supervising signals in down-
stream tasks via the Subsequence-aware LSTM.
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Figure 2: The proposed framework

In conventional LSTMs, for a given cell in layer l at time
t, the inputs from its lower layer, htl−1, and the hidden state
of its last time step, ht−1l , are used to calculate its forget gate
(f tl ), input gate (itl), output gate (otl), and candidate gate c̃tl ,
which are then used to update its cell state (ctl) and hidden
state (htl). In addition to these gates, the subsequence-aware
LSTM additionally generates a binary value, ztl , to represent
the end of a detected subsequence (or the boundary between
subsequences).

Figure 3 shows an example of applying a two-layer
Subsequence-aware LSTM to a sequence consisting of two
subsequences. When the subsequence1 is detected in layer 1
at time 3 (z31 = 1), its summary representation (h3

1) is prop-
agated to the upper layer before being erased. The next hid-
den state of the current layer, h4

1, instead of being updated
by h3

1 as in the conventional LSTM, is reinitialized for sub-
sequence2 using h3

2 that contains long-term information. For
cells in layer 2, their hidden states are updated only when the
summary representations of subsequences (i.e., h3

1 and h7
1)

are propagated from layer one, otherwise they will remain
unchanged.

As introduced in the previous example, the cell in layer l
at time t of Subsequence-aware LSTM will erase previous
hidden state, ht−1l , and be reinitialized with the input from
the upper layer, ht−1l+1 , if the end of a subsequence is de-
tected in previous cell (zt−1l = 1). The cell will consider
the input from lower layer, htl−1, only if it is the summary
representation of a subsequence (ztl−1 = 1). Therefore, in
Subsequence-aware LSTM, the cell first obtains its values of
the gates (itl , f

t
l , otl , and c̃tl), and the activation value of the

newly introduced boundary detector, z̃tl , based on two bound-
ary states, i.e., zt−1l and ztl−1:

itl
f tl
ot
l

c̃t
l

z̃tl

 =


sigmoid
sigmoid
sigmoid

tanh
sigmoid

fslice(
(1− zt−1

l )W l
l ht−1

l

+ zt−1
l W l+1

l ht−1
l+1

+ ztl−1 W
l−1
l ht

l−1,

) (1)

where htl ∈ RF , W i
j ∈ R(4F+1)×F is the weight matrix from

layer i to layer j, and fslice(·) simply slices the input vector
into five parts with dimension sizes [F, F, F, F, 1] and assigns
them to itl , ftl , otl , c̃tl ∈ RF , and z̃tl ∈ R, respectively. Then,
the cell updates its cell state by:

c
t
l=


f
t
l ⊗ c

t−1
l + i

t
l ⊗ c̃

t
l zt−1

l = 0 ∧ ztl−1 = 1 (2a)

c
t−1
l zt−1

l = 0 ∧ ztl−1 = 0 (2b)

i
t
l ⊗ c̃

t
l zt−1

l = 1, (2c)

Figure 3: Example of how ztl works

and last obtains its hidden state by:

h
t
l=

{
h

t−1
l zt−1

l = 0 ∧ ztl−1 = 0 (3a)

o
t
l ⊗ tanh(ctl) otherwise, (3b)

where ctl ∈ RF , and ⊗ represents the element-wise multipli-
cation. The binary state ztl that indicates the end of a subse-
quence is obtained by applying a step function to z̃tl :

z
t
l =
{

1 z̃tl > 0.5 (4a)

0 otherwise. (4b)

Due to the non-differentiability of the step function, the hard
sigmoid function, h sigm(x) = max(0,min(1, αx+1

2 )), is
used in practice, because it can approximate the step function
when the slope α is large.

The last layer L of the Subsequence-aware LSTM contains
the boundaries of highest-level subsequences, ztL, and their
summary representations {htL|ztL = 1}. The combinations
and time lags of these detected subsequences could facilitate
downstream tasks, which is captured by applying a Trans-
former with the positional encoding [Vaswani et al., 2017]:

v
(t−T,t]
i = Transformer([zt−T+1

L h
t−T+1
L , . . . , z

t
Lh

t
L]), (5)

whose last element, vti ∈ RF , is considered as the sequential
embedding of stock i.

Market-wide Risk Separator (MRS)
The market-induced and stock-specific movement alternately
dominates the market, and conventional RNNs are unable
to capture robust patterns associated with downstream tasks
without considering them separately. To distinguish the
stock-specific movement from the market-induced movement
and learn their trading patterns separately, the MRS first
applies a bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM(·)) to the original
time series features of stock i, x(t−T,t]i , to capture its L-
dimensional trading context in each time t:

ṽ
(t−T :t]
i = BiLSTM(x

(t−T :t]
i ). (6)
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Figure 4: The process of the sequential embedding module

Meanwhile, the MRS also generates another L-dimensional
vector that measures the trading context similarity between
the original time series features of stock i, x(t−T,t]i , and that
of the entire market, x(t−T,t]market, in each time t, by concatenat-
ing them into a compound vector and feeding into another
BiLSTM (BiLSTMsim(·)):

ṽ
(t−T :t]
i,market = BiLSTMsim(x

(t−T :t]
i ||x(t−T :t]

market). (7)

Then, ṽ(t−T :t]
i,market and ṽ

(t−T :t]
i − ṽ

(t−T :t]
i,market are considered as

the market-induced movement and stock-specific movement
of stock i, respectively. They are further fed into the SD
to generate market-induced and stock-specific sequential em-
beddings, vti,market and vti , respectively.

Figure 4 shows the whole process of the proposed sequen-
tial embedding module. In practice, the market-wide infor-
mation is obtained by averaging time-series features of all
stocks in the market, xtmarket = 1

N

∑N
i=1(xti). Therefore,

the S-GRN doesn’t require to use market indexes as input.

2.2 Graph Routing Network
To model the risk propagations, the stock market can be
treated as a graph G = (V,E), where V = [v1, . . . ,vN ] ∈
RN×F is the representation of N stocks, and E ∈ RN×N
is the predefined relation of stocks, whose indexes are stocks
and elements are their connection strengths. For a target node
i and a source node j, the messaging mechanism (fM (·))
in the GAT is adopted by pilot studies to calculate the F -
dimensional messages from j to i:

mi,j = fM (vti ,v
t
j , ei,j ; θ), (8)

where θ is the learned parameters in fM (·). In a specific layer
l ∈ L of GAT, it usually takes the form of:

f lM (vti ,v
t
j , ei,j) = ẽi,jW

l
sv

t
j , (9)

ẽi,j = softmaxj(w
l
e

T
[vti ||vtj ||ei,j ]), (10)

where θl = (W l
s ∈ RF×F ,wl

e ∈ R(2F+1)×1) is the mes-
saging parameter shared by all node pairs in layer l and
θ = [θ1, . . . , θL] is the messaging parameter set in the GAT.

However, as the example illustrated in Figure 1, A’s risk
propagates to others with different forms, suggesting the ex-
istence of variant messaging processes that are mutually ex-
clusive and impossible to be modeled by the shared Ws or θ.
To solve this problem, we propose the GRN which contains
K different messaging parameter sets, Θ = [θ1, . . . , θK ], and
the Messaging Mechanism Router (MMR) to select the mes-
saging parameter set, θi,j ∈ Θ, that best describes the specific

Figure 5: Comparing the S-GRN with conventional GATs

risk propagation form between j and i. Figure 5 shows its dif-
ference with conventional GATs.

Given two stocks, the dependencies of trading patterns im-
ply their risk propagation mechanism [Li et al., 2021]. There-
fore, their sequential embeddings generated by the newly pro-
posed sequential module, vti and vtj , which encode the com-
bination and time lag of discriminative trading patterns, are
fed into the MMR to generate the matching scores for the K
different messaging parameter sets, ãti,j ∈ RK , via a non-
linear function π(·):

ãti,j = π(vti ,v
t
j), (11)

which, for simplicity, takes the form of a single-layer MLP
activated by the LeakyReLU [Xu et al., 2015]:

ãti,j = LeakyReLU(Wa[vti ||vtj ]), (12)

where Wa ∈ RK×2F .
To give discrete selection of θ that really distinguishes dif-

ferent lead-lag effects, the straightforward approach is using
argmaxj(ã

t
i,j) that is not differentiable. To achieve differen-

tiable but discrete selection, we utilize the Gumbel-Softmax
trick [Jang et al., 2017] to enable the differentiability of the
MMR. Essentially, it adds the Gumbel noises to the match-
ing scores and uses the re-parametrization trick to make the
computation fully differentiable:

at,ki,j =
exp((ãt,ki,j + εk)/τ)∑
k∈K exp((ã

t,k
i,j + εk)/τ)

, (13)

where ε = [ε1, ε2, . . . , εK ] are i.i.d. sampled drawn from
Gumbel(0, 1)7 distribution and τ is the temperature that con-
trols the sharpness of the output distribution. The θi,j used to
obtain the message from j to i is selected by:

θi,j =
K−1∑
k=0

at,ki,j θk, (14)

and the F dimensional relational embedding of stock i is rep-
resented by summing over all its received risks:

si,j =
N∑

j=1,j 6=i

fM (vti ,v
t
j , ei,j ; θi,j). (15)

2.3 Output Mapping Module
Finally, a single-layer feed-forward neural network is applied
to generate the prediction of future stock prices ŷt+1

i :

ŷt+1
i = w>i [vti ||vti,market||sti] + bi, (16)

where wi ∈ R3F , and bi ∈ R. The Mean Squared Error
(MSE) loss between ŷt and yt is back-propagated to learn the
parameters of the proposed framework.
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3 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we first conduct experiments with real stock
market data and compare the S-GRN with state-of-the-art
stock prediction frameworks. In addition, through the abla-
tion study, we verify the effectiveness of the three main mod-
ules of the S-GRN. Lastly, two synthetic tasks are designed to
evaluate the capability of the proposed sequential embedding
module in detecting the lead-lag phenomenon.

3.1 Stock Prediction
Dataset
The experiment is conducted on the daily stock transac-
tion data of S&P 500 companies at three testing periods,
i.e., when the market is bullish (01/08/2019-01/02/2020),
bearish (01/12/2008-1/6/2009), and sideways (01/12/2015-
01/6/2016). For each testing period, the transaction data in
the past 5 years is used for training and validation. The trans-
action data is obtained from the Center for Research in Se-
curity Prices. Sixteen technical indicators (features) are de-
rived from the transaction data. We used the supply chain
relationship collected from S&P Capital IQ to form the graph
edge, since it has proven to be one of the most effective re-
lations for tracking the spread of risk [Osadchiy et al., 2016;
Serrano et al., 2018; Costello, 2020].

Evaluation Metrics
The prediction of stock return is studied as a regression task.
Therefore, the Mean Square Error (MSE) of the predictions
of all stocks and all trading days during the testing period
is adopted to evaluate model performance. Expecting that
stocks with higher predicted prices should have a higher prob-
ability to perform better in the future, we also use the Mean
Reciprocal Rank (MRR). It is calculated by first finding the
rank of the actual most profitable stock in the prediction on
each trading day, and then calculating the average of its re-
ciprocal over the test period. Meanwhile, we also build an
equally-weighted portfolio by longing stocks with top 50 pre-
dicted returns in each day and report its annualized returns in
excess of the S&P 500 index (AER).

Comparisons
We compare the S-GRN with four widely-applied sequential
models, i.e., the LSTM, BiLSTM, and DA-RNN [Qin et al.,
2017]. In addition, we also compare S-GRN with two state-
of-the-art frameworks for the stock prediction task that use
the GCN/GAT to model the inter-firm interactions:

• TGC: it combines the LSTM with the GCN for stock
prediction. The strength of predefined stock relation in
the GCN is adjusted based on the similarity of time-
series features [Feng et al., 2019].

• FinGAT: it combines the LSTM with a variant of GAT
with a two-stage attention mechanism [Hsu et al., 2021].

Table 1 shows the average stock prediction performance
of all models in 10 different initializations. The graph-based
baseline models that consider the risk propagation in the stock
market, i.e., TGC and FinGAT, perform better than the se-
quential models. The S-GRN further improves their perfor-
mance with the three proposed modules under different test-

Model
Bullish Bearish Sideways

MSE MRR AER MSE MRR AER MSE MRR AER

LSTM 5.13e-4 1.1e-2 -4.3% 2.51e-3 1.1e-2 4.8% 4.81e-4 2.0e-2 1.4%
BiLSTM 5.03e-4 1.1e-2 -2.6% 2.73e-3 1.1e-2 3.9% 4.92e-4 2.1e-2 -0.8%
DA-RNN 4.57e-4 1.3e-2 -1.4% 2.30e-3 1.2e-2 6.3% 4.63e-4 2.3e-2 0.7%

TGC 3.73e-4 2.2e-2 1.3% 2.52e-3 1.5e-2 5.0 % 4.12e-4 2.7e-2 2.2%
FinGAT 3.62e-4 2.1e-2 1.7% 2.40e-3 1.4e-2 7.3 % 4.17e-4 2.5e-2 1.7%

Our Method 2.90e-4 2.7e-2 1.8% 2.16e-3 2.4e-2 10.7% 3.59e-4 3.0e-2 3.4%

Table 1: Compare model performances in different periods

ing periods. Here, lower MSE indicates that the model pre-
dicts future stock returns with greater confidence. On aver-
age over the three periods, it reduces MSE by at least 12.9%
and improves MRR by at least 35% compared to the baseline
models. Meanwhile, over 3 different periods, it brings an ex-
tra 1.3% AER. The result suggests that the core mechanism of
S-GRN, i.e., the dynamical and independent selection of the
risk propagation process between different stock pairs based
on their fine-grained trading pattern detection, is critical in
modeling the lead-lag phenomenon for stock prediction.

Ablation Study
We further determine the effectiveness of the different mod-
ules of the S-GRN by conducting an ablation study. The stock
trading data in the bearish period is selected, as all stocks are
highly exposed to the market-wide risk during this period.
The effectiveness of the sequential module of the S-GRN is
judged using three of its variants:

• BiLSTM: the vanilla BiLSTM (with 6 layers) that is
used in pilot works.

• MRS + BiLSTM: the SD is replaced by a 4-layer BiL-
STM, which means the combination and time lag of sub-
sequences is not explicitly modeled.

• BiLSTM + SD: the MRS is replaced by a 2-layer BiL-
STM, which means the influence of global risk on indi-
vidual stocks is not filtered out.

The GRN is judged under two different settings, i.e., K = 1
and K = 5. Note that when K = 1, the MMR of the GRN is
removed, and the GRN is downgrade to the GAT.

We have two main observations from Table 2. Firstly, ex-
tending conventional GNNs with multiple messaging param-
eter sets (K) improves the stock prediction performance of
S-GRN, which corroborates the claim in recent finance stud-
ies that variant forms of risk propagation exist in the stock
market, and it is impossible to represent them by one shared
messaging parameter set. Secondly, when the ability of the
sequential module is limited (e.g., only use the BiLSTM), the
GRN (K = 5) can only bring relatively small enhancement
in terms of MSE. The result suggests that to select the optimal
parameter set for risk propagation, the selection of GRN re-
quires a powerful sequential module that is capable to encode
the dependency of subsequences.

3.2 Synthetic Tasks
We create two dummy datasets to further explore the rea-
sons that the proposed sequential module outperforms con-
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Model
K = 1 K = 5

MSE MRR AER MSE MRR AER

BiLSTM 2.25e-3 1.5e-2 4.4% 2.22e-3 1.7e-2 5.7%
MRS + BiLSTM 2.24e-3 1.6e-2 6.5% 2.17e-3 2.2e-2 7.5%
BiLSTM + SD 2.18e-3 1.7e-2 5.3% 2.23e-3 2.3e-2 5.1%
MRS + SD 2.17e-3 2.0e-2 7.9% 2.16e-3 2.4e-2 10.9%

Table 2: Ablation study

ventional models in stock prediction1. Each sample in the
dataset consists of two sequences that represent the market-
induced and stock-specific movement, respectively. The
market-induced sequence is generated by drawing 100 num-
bers independently from the uniform distribution, U(−1, 1).
The stock-specific sequence is generated in the same way
with an extra operation that a number of predefined subse-
quences (each consists of 10-15 random numbers) are ran-
domly selected to replace some parts of the sequence.

With 6 manually predefined subsequences, we propose two
multi-classification tasks:

1) Given that the risk can propagate in similar or differ-
ent forms, the 6 predefined subsequences are evenly divided
into 3 pattern groups, and samples with the same combina-
tion of groups, although the actual subsequences can be dif-
ferent, belong to the same class. In task 1 (T1), models are
required to recognize the combination of pattern groups in
each stock-specific sequence. 3 predefined patterns are ran-
domly selected to replace different parts of the stock-specific
sequence (27 classes).

2) The risk can also propagate in different time lags. In
task 2 (T2), models are required to identify the time lags be-
tween predefined subsequences appeared in the stock-specific
sequence. 2 predefined patterns are randomly selected and
their time lag is selected from {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30}. Sam-
ples with the same time lag between predefined subsequences
belong to the same class (6 classes). Each class in the cor-
responding dataset consists of 300 samples and models are
evaluated under 2 input settings:

• Firm Only: the stock-specific sequence of each sample
is directly fed into models.

• Firm and Market: the stock-specific sequence is added
by the market-induced sequence with a probability of
50% before being fed into models.

Note that, the MRS in the proposed sequential module is
equivalent to a 2-layer BiLSTM in processing the input.

We adopt LSTM and BiLSTM as our baseline since both
of them are widely used as the sequential module in previous
graph-based stock prediction frameworks [Feng et al., 2019;
Hsu et al., 2021]. In addition, we also compared with HM-
LSTM [Chung et al., 2017] and D-LSTM [Chang et al.,
2017]. Each model is connected to a single-layer MLP with
the softmax activation function that maps its output to the pre-
diction of different classes. The cross-entropy loss between
the predictions and true labels is back-propagated to learn the
parameters in each model. For each model, we search its op-
timal number of layer ∈ (1, 6), hidden size ∈ {10, 20, 30},

1https://github.com/RuichengFIC/SGRN

Model
Firm Only Firm + Market with MRS

T1 T2 T1 T2 T1 T2

LSTM 0.55(0.24) 0.62(0.18) 0.57(0.17) 0.55(0.28) 0.73(0.07) 0.79(0.12)
BiLSTM 0.79(0.04) 0.90(0.08) 0.77(0.08) 0.74(0.18) 0.79(0.10) 0.84(0.15)
HM-LSTM 0.60(0.14) 0.68(0.10) 0.55(0.17) 0.57(0.13) 0.74(0.08) 0.80(0.11)
D-LSTM 0.70(0.13) 0.66(0.15) 0.64(0.17) 0.60(0.20) 0.79(0.07) 0.78(0.12)

Our Method 0.84(0.04) 0.98(0.01) 0.73(0.08) 0.98(0.01) 0.92(0.03) 0.99(0.01)

Table 3: Performance of compared models on synthetic tasks

and learning rate ∈ {1e− 3, 5e− 4, 1e− 4, 5e− 5, 1e− 5},
and trained it with a maximum epoch of 200.

Table 3 shows the average and standard deviation of the
accuracy of all models in 10-fold cross-validation. The pro-
posed sequential module achieves the best performance in
terms of accuracy in all tasks, improving the accuracy by at
least 5.0% and 8.0% in T1 and T2, respectively. The result
suggests that the insufficient ability of conventional RNNs
to capture the combinations and time lags of subsequences
could be one of the reasons for their ineffectiveness in pre-
dicting the real stock market.

In addition, the performance of all the models suffers a
huge decline when the stock-specific sequence is potentially
disturbed by the market-induced sequence. This implies that
it is difficult to detect discriminative sequential patterns asso-
ciated with downstream tasks without eliminating sequential
patterns caused by the global risk.

Therefore, we further incorporate all models with the MRS
that is able to detect and separate the interference caused by
adding the market-wide sequence randomly (With MRS). The
MRS additionally takes the market-induced sequence as in-
put, since the average of time-series of all listed firm is easy
to obtain in practice. Models take the stock-specific embed-
ding generated by MRS as input and are jointly trained with
the MRS.

The result shows that, when combined with the MRS, mod-
els achieve better performance on different tasks. This sug-
gests that the MRS is able to separate the market-induced
movement, and this ability benefits the identification of noise
that inherently exists in the stock-specific movement.

4 Conclusion

In this study, we propose the subsequence-based graph rout-
ing network (S-GRN) for capturing the variant risk propa-
gation processes among different time-series represented en-
tities. Extensive experiments have demonstrated the superi-
ority of three key mechanisms in S-GRN: 1) determine the
risk propagation process for each node pair independently, 2)
identify discriminative subsequences and encode their com-
binations and time lags for downstream tasks, and 3) remove
the impact of global risks to better detect sequential patterns
that reflect the interconnections between specific entity pairs.
These mechanisms can be combined with conventional GNNs
applied to recommender systems, fraud detection, etc. How-
ever, their effectiveness is yet to be explored.
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